Role-Playing Game as Learning Media To Support Online Learning
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ABSTRACT


This is an open access article under the CC BY-SA license. Copyright © 2021 by Author. Published by Universitas Pendidikan Ganesha.

1. INTRODUCTION

In the current era of online learning, the academic community must make adjustments both in terms of how to teach teachers and how to receive teaching for students (Akyol & Garrison, 2011; Binali et al., 2021; Yulia, 2020). A survey conducted by research reveals several things that become obstacles in online learning, including an unstable network, piling tasks and limited quotas (Mufaziah & Fauziah, 2020; Rigianti, 2020; Windhiyana, 2020). The problems experienced by the academic community cannot be taken lightly, because the survey also stated that almost sixty percent of participants felt that the problems that occurred from online learning were quite disturbing (Buchori et al., 2017; E. Chen & Li, 2011; Nonthamand, 2020). Therefore other learning media besides online using web conferencing applications were needed to assist the learning process.
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The development of learning media able to make students to grow learning motivation, the meaning of teaching materials will be clearer and students will not be bored (Dinayusadewi et al., 2020; Rahayuningsih, 2020). Learning media also has great potential to attract the attention of participants to participate and create creative communication (Kucker, 2021; Prasetyo et al., 2020). Motivation in education is what not just the student but also teacher need, moreover in this era of pandemy where the Ministry of Education, Culture, Research and Technology of Indonesia once said, long term online learning put more stress for the student (Abidah et al., 2020; Anitha Kumari et al., 2020). Creating different learning media that able to increase the learning motivation become more critical than ever (Buchori et al., 2017; Nonhamand, 2020; Rahayuningsih, 2020). Choosing learning media is another problem, research for this topic has been done previously. Research conducted a mapping of various kinds of learning media used by a franchise "Cells at Work!" Among them there are learning media for comics, games, websites, songs, and animations that has been used for the franchise, among them game as learning media for “Cells at Work!” are considered unsuccessful, the reason were mentioned in the research where the development of the games for the franchise are lacking, thus making the game less attractive and didn’t fully utilize the benefit of game as learning media, which raise a question, how much is the effectiveness of game as learning media? (Cintya et al., 2021).

Making games as learning media need to take attention in the game genres, different genre can distinguish the way in how learning material is delivered (Su & Cheng, 2013; Wulandari et al., 2017). Several genres have been studied for their effectiveness in a field, to examine the effectiveness level of the puzzle, RPG and puzzle-RPG genres in conveying mathematical material, through this research it was revealed that puzzle-RPG provided the highest increase in learning outcomes, while RPG is in second place and puzzle is in last place (Hermawan et al., 2017). There are various research on using game as learning media, but the number of unresearched field remain at large since there are various gamification technique and educational material that affect the whole research (Eliaanta et al., 2018; Herdiansyah et al., 2019; Rekysika & Haryanto, 2019).

The research create pseudo-code like quiz game where the game gave user a consol-like interface and ask user to solve simple programming problem by doing some coding activities, this research evaluated using usability survey with passable result (Mathew et al., 2019). The research create puzzle game to decide step that the player must take in order to reach certain goals, this game teach it’s user the basic programming concept such as looping, if/else condition and using TAM (Technology Acceptance Model) as it’s evaluation method (Giannakoulas & Xinogalos, 2018). Create game that teach cybersecurity based on pretty famous game model, the Dungeon and Dragon and using performance test as it’s main evaluation method and a survey (Kido et al., 2020). Create adventure platformer game to teach geometry, however this research did not use any evaluation method (Kartika et al., 2018). Research create Fighting-based game with grammar quiz as it’s weapon and using usability test as evaluation method (Yunanto et al., 2019). There are more research in educational game than what already mentioned above, however there still more untouched field remain as the genre of game still grew large, but the variety of genre itself need to be tested it’s effectiveness in delivering learning material. Thus an exploratory research will be conducted to further explore how effective a game as learning media. Research will design a game with an RPG as it’s main theme, even if research conducted by (Hermawan et al., 2017). The RPG were second to the puzzle RPG in term of effectiveness, the genre RPG is one of the most favorable genre in the gaming market (Hergenrather, 2020). The educational material to be raised will be from first grade junior high school material.

2. METHOD

The research to be carried out is divided into three processes, the first process is the selection of junior high school material to be gamified so that it can be implemented into the game, the next process is game design and the last process is evaluating the influence of the designed game. The procedure of our research can be seen in figure 1 below.

![Figure 1. Research Procedures](image)

First step of the research will be collecting educational material, this step will be done by doing literature review from certain source, including Revised K-13 Indonesian’s Curriculum. Next step the
designing process for the game will begin, beside creating a playable game, gamification process also done in this process, raw text-based material that already collected from previous step will be integrated element inside the game. Last step will be evaluation process, in the evaluation process we gave online questionnaire to user after done playing game that has been designed from previo step, user will have to answer few question based on E-GameFlow’s questionnaire. For the further detail can be seen below. Due to the broad material not all of it can be gamified, in this study, first we conduct literature review on Revised K-13 curriculum, then several Mathematics and Natural Sciences materials were taken based on the Basic Competencies of the Revised K-13 curriculum. The material that will be processed into gamification is in table I below.

Table 1: Research Procedures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>K.D</th>
<th>Materi</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IPA</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>Explain the concept of mixtures and single substances (elements and compounds), physical and chemical properties, physical and chemical changes in everyday life</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matematika</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>Explain and determine the order of integers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matematika</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>Explain and perform arithmetic operations on integers and fractions by utilizing various properties of operations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matematika</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>Explain and determine the representation of numbers in the form of positive and negative integers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matematika</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>Explain sets, subsets, universal sets, empty sets, complement sets, and perform binary operations on sets using contextual problems</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on mentioned educational material above, then we conduct second literature review to collect question database based on agreed educational material. After collecting educational material, designing the game’s system is conducted. The map in the game will be static, this action was taken so map combination will not affect the results of the evaluation of the educational elements of the game. To assess the impact of the designed games, an online survey using googleform was conducted on the level of satisfaction of players when playing educational games after players finished playing the game. The participants were 15(Fifteen) 7th grade junior high school students, due to the distribution of the survey conducted online using googleform, the study did not limit the origin of the junior high school students from the participants but all students domiciled in Surabaya, Indonesia. The survey questionnaire was distributed online using Educational Game Flow based. The list of questions in E-GameFlow was modified in several parts to suit the research carried out, while the modifications made were: Deleting the question category “Social Interaction” this was done because the game developed was a single player game so it did not have aspects To this, two other questions were added, namely the origin of the junior high school from the participants and the participant's experience in the game world (casual or experience) which served as considerations for the final analysis. The full question list based on E-GameFlow can be seen in Table below.

Table 2. E-GameFlow Question List (Fu, Su, & Yu, 2009)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aspect</th>
<th>Question</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Concentration</td>
<td>The game grab my attention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The game provide content that stimulate my attention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Most of gaming activities are related to the learning task</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No distraction from the task is highlighted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Generally speaking, I can remain concentrated in game</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I am not distracted from task that the player should concentrate on</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I am not burdened with task that seem unrelated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Workload in the game is adequate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goal Clarity</td>
<td>Overall game goals were presented in the beginning of game</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Overall game goals were presented clearly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intermediate goals were presented in the beginning of each scene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intermediate goals were presented clearly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I understand the learning goals through the game</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feedback</td>
<td>I receive feedback on my progress in game</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I receive immediate feedback on my actions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I am notified of new tasks immediately</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I am notified of new event immediately</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I receive information on my success (or failure) of intermediate goals immediately</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I receive information on my status, such as score or level</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The game will be distributed online, then participants are invited to play the game, there is no time limit on the length of time the participant plays the game but the participant must complete the game in one play, after the game is successfully completed by the participant, the game will take the participant to the google form survey page where the participant fill out a survey. The survey results obtained will be analyzed using data processing tools such as Microsoft Excel. To understand better about score from each aspect, analysis on each question will be done. After the survey has been collected, this data will be represented using Microsoft Excel based on its aspect in E-GameFlow. Score from each aspect then ranked from highest to lowest to find out aspect that superior and become a drawback for current research. After rank of aspect has been formed, each question from each aspect are analyzed to understand the exact problem that become a drawback to be fixed in future research or strong point that need to be maintained in the future.

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Result
First, an educational gamification model is created based on educational material that has been collected, there are three forms of gamification made in the designed game. The first gamification is for science subjects at K.D 3.3 where gamification was created to explain changes in the shape of objects, in this study, we used changes in the form of water which can change into three forms of objects, namely liquid, solid and gas. The second gamification is a Quiz for mathematics subjects K.D 3.1 – 3.4 which is formed into a temple building quiz, where players choose a stone block containing the correct answer to build a temple in Figure 4 above.
In addition to the education material that has been described, the designed game also offers adventure in dungeons like RPG games in general, this will be the main idea of the game, as shown in Figure 2, the game will have twelve rooms, each room has different contents, where room S is where the player starts the game, room E is an empty place, while room I is where players get help in the form of additional lives, and K is related to G. Room K, abbreviation of Key able to open the existing blockade on G, the Gate, O is where the enemy is and finally F is the finish, the goal of the player. When you get to the finish, players will then be given questions in the form of a quiz in figure 4 that must be answered 5 times. in dungeons, players will encounter challenges and items that can be utilized as shown in Figure 5 where player able to hide behind small tree to decrease the chance of encountering new enemy.

Next, the result from evaluation phase will be explained through a survey that has been conducted to fifteen respondents using the E-Gameflow questionnaire which has been translated into Indonesian, the results are presented in the form of a bar graph in Figure 2.

Based on figure 6, the lowest score will be at challenge aspect while the highest aspect will be feedback and autonomy, to understand what this result mean an analysis conducted based on score for each question in every aspect.

Discussion

The game that has been designed has shortcomings in the challenge aspect, this is evidenced by the survey results which state that the challenge aspect is at a value of 4.96, although it is still above the average, but this value is the lowest value among other aspects. May help to answer this problem, this is due to the static map shape, making players feel bored when playing the game repeatedly, where a dynamic map could help the player to feel less bored since it could change the gameplay experience (Constant & Levieux, 2019; Greipl et al., 2020; Partovi & Razavi, 2019). Other problems arise because the games designed are not accompanied by outside assistance such as video tutorials or other assistance on websites that explain the game mechanics while the E-Gameflow’s question itself asks for the mentioned assistance above, however these are aspects beyond the purpose of the study, namely making an educational game, but it is possible to add it in the future research. The highest aspects are feedback and autonomy with a score of 5.9 and 5.825. In feedback, the game provides players with clarity on the objectives of the mission by providing a pop-up display of ongoing missions and new
missions that are open, besides that the game also provides commensurate feedback from the player's efforts against enemies in the form of several rewards such as money for every success defeat the enemy (Gustiana & Puspita, 2020; Troussas et al., 2020).

In autonomy, the player has the personal right to play the game as he wishes in the fight, the player can choose several strategies such as whether to exploit the enemy's shape change, attack until the enemy loses, or even the player wants to repel the enemy without defeating him by taking advantage of the conditions provided by the player, like weather conditions, with this various strategy, player able to reflect on what they do and don’t (Kusuma et al., 2021; Simbolon & Satria, 2016). Increasing the autonomy that the game had. Concentration, Goal Clarity, Immersion are at the middle level, namely 5.67, 5.74 and 5.48. Concentration on the game can be obtained by players if the game is considered by the player to attract attention and is not too burdened by side missions (Kim et al., 2012; Sun & Gao, 2016). In the designed game, there is a side quest that can be completed while following the flow of the main mission, therefore side missions do not interfere player concentration (Emerson et al., 2020; Yeh et al., 2017). Concentration and Challenge aspect can be improved further by designing missions that are appealing to the player but still don't overwhelm the player according to the difficulty curve where flow of the game remain between difficult and easy (Herdiansyah et al., 2019; Saprudin et al., 2019). In goal clarity, the goal of the game is clear, namely to get out of the dungeon that has been created, besides that, along with the Feedback aspect, a mission notification will appear to clarify the purpose of the game.

The Knowledge Improvement aspect which is the most important aspect in the research carried out has a value of 5.49 and includes the three lowest of all aspects after Immersion and challenge, based on the opinions that have been given by respondents, several points that can improve the value of the Knowledge Improvement aspect were found, including: The appearance of the designed quiz is not pleasant so it makes the process of working on the questions uncomfortable and make player feel bored (Lauc et al., 2020; Settyani et al., 2020; Van Alten et al., 2019). Another problem is that the game is not able to make the player implement the knowledge he has got, the question has the answer with the lowest score, where most of the respondents who have played the game do not want to implement the knowledge that has been obtained from the game. This may happen because the knowledge is conveyed in a way that is less attractive, thus making players feel a bit bored, this is supported by other questions on knowledge improvement such as wanting to know the knowledge more knowledgeable also get a lower score. In other questions, such as the player's understanding of the educational element of the game, the score tends to be higher, this shows that the player understands the knowledge given.

Adding an educational element to cover more material. The addition of material also requires other gamification designs that are relevant to the mentioned material itself, it is also possible to include educational elements into the story elements, if this action was taken, the game will not only get additional education material but also be able to increase student’s motivation in learning (All et al., 2021; Li et al., 2021; Pratama & Setyaningrum, 2018). In the game, some UI and graphic designs need to be updated, especially in the font selection section and character sprites. The visual appeal and powerful feedback of game that make the game itself become “Juicy” can contribute to the success of the game to attract user (Agung et al., 2019; Y.-L. Chen & Hsu, 2020). In the game, adding a guide outside and inside the game that serves to give players more information about the game can be done. Adding tutorial missions at the beginning of the game able to help players to get to know the game’s mechanism. Beside from the game itself, adding guides from another media such as PDF books that are shared online or in the form of videos that are shared using video portals also help the player to understand the game further. In order to improve the Challenge aspect, Dynamic Difficulties Adjustment elements can be added so that players are able to experience a more varied level of difficulty and provide different challenges in each game, giving player different experience and become less bored from every gameplay (Bartel & Hagel, 2014; Troussas et al., 2020).

4. CONCLUSION

Throughout the research that has been done, it produces an educational game with an RPG theme and answers RQ 1. For RQ 2, it can be answered based on the evaluation that has been done by using the E-Gameflow questionnaire, it can be stated that the game that has been created able to make players feel comfortable while playing the designed educational game, this can be proofed by none of the aspects of E-Gameflow that have a value less than four which is a neutral value for the questionnaire. This research conclude that RPG theme game have mediocre aspect in player’s effectiveness in receiving learning material in math problem.
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